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SHEOAK HILL NICKEL-COPPER GOLD 
PROJECT 
A new Fraser Complex target. 
 
This project is available on flexible terms via JV, option, and purchase for cash and/or shares.  
 
Lies within a newly recognized mafic complex – the Grass Patch Complex- separated from 
the Fraser Range, and has a comparable gravity and magnetic signature. Gravity data is newly 
released. 
 
Location: 80km NE of Esperance. 
 
Tenement:  
Exploration Licence:- 
E63/1674 held by P W Askins, applied for November 2013, 10 blocks, commitment upon grant $20 000 pa. 
On Vacant Crown Land, which is accessible for mineral exploration.  
Subject to standard terms of signed Native Title Heritage Agreement. 
 
Geology:  
No surface outcrop and no known mineralisation. 
Basement rocks have been intersected in aircore drilling just south of the Tenement. These, 
together with distinctive gravity high and air-magnetic signatures, define the Grass Patch 
Complex. This is a large, layered, medium- to coarse-grained amphibolitised gabbro complex 
containing internal bodies of quartzofeldspathic granitoid and gneiss.  
Major faults and thrusts are characteristic of the area.  
Regionally there is a north-south trending belt of reworked Archean rocks to the north east of 
the Grass Patch Complex; this Archean belt separates the Grass Patch Complex from the 
Fraser Complex. Both the Grass Patch and Fraser Complexes (~1300Ma) may originally have 
been part of the same complex, and separated by thrusting. The northwest margin of the Grass 
Patch Complex is bounded by high grade metamorphic Palaeoproterozoic (1700-1600Ma) 
gneisses, granites and migmatites (Biranup Complex) and the southeast margin of the 
Complex is bounded by Mesoproterozoic (1300-1000Ma) gneisses, granites and migmatites 
(Nornalup Complex).   
  
Prospectivity: 
 The Fraser Complex hosts the Nova nickel deposit and other prime nickel prospects, so 

this project in the probably equivalent newly recognized Grass Patch Complex should 
likewise be highly prospective. 

 Previous exploration for nickel pre 2005 by S Bishop for Western Platinum NL was 
ahead of its time and was aborted after the first reconnaissance drill program, south of the 
Tenement. This drilling was successful in confirming the presence of highly prospective 
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mafic rocks. Only a few prior soil samples by BHP, exploring for Cannington style base 
metal deposits, are within the Tenement. 

 Gravity signature similar to that at Fraser Range, indicating dense and thick host gabbros. 
 Excellent new regional GSWA gravity, magnetic and seismic databases available to guide 

exploration.   
 The extensive shearing in the area and the same broad tectonic setting as the Tropicana 

gold deposit make the area prospective for gold. 
 There is a very tight tenement holding over this district; neighboring tenement holders 

include FRAKA INVESTMENTS PTY LTD E63/1547, GLOBAL METALS EXPLORATION NL E63/1564, 
BUXTON RESOURCES LTD E63/1582, MINING TENAMENTS (sic) INVESTMENTS PTY LTD E63/1679, 

AUSQUEST LIMITED E63/1672. 
 Excellently located close to the port of Esperance, offering great fishing and workforce.  
 Project offers high leverage for positive results with cheap exploration, which could 

logically include soil geochemistry, mapping/rock sampling, ground EM, and follow-up 
RAB/aircore drilling. 

 
FURTHER INFORMATION 
Contact Paul Askins for further details on the project. 
 
Paul Askins is a geologist who has held senior management positions with major exploration and mining companies, and has 
over 40 years’ experience in mineral exploration for a broad range of commodities in Australia and overseas. He has strengths in 
all phases of exploration from administration, strategy, aggressive and innovative prospect selection, target generation, field and 
office assessments, through to feasibility studies. He enjoys innovative prospect and target generation, using lateral thinking at all 
scales from regional to detailed prospect scale. He is an ore finder, and is proud to have been Western Australian Exploration 
Manager for Billiton (Shell Metals) when his team discovered the multi-mineral ounce Sunrise Dam gold deposit. 

 
While every care has been taken in the preparation of this document, no warranty is given as to the correctness of the information and no liability is 
accepted for any statement or opinion or for any error or omission. The information is presented in good faith and is derived from sources believed 
to be reliable and accurate, and is provided on the basis that readers will be responsible for making their own assessment of the information and that 
they should verify all relevant representations, statements and information. Consequently Paul Askins will not be responsible or liable for any loss 
or damage caused arising from the use or reliance on the information, data or advice. 
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On Geological Map 1:250 000, showing no outcrop. 
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Bouguer Gravity defines the Grass Patch Complex. 
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Distinct magnetic signature of Grass Patch Complex. 
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Interpreted gabbroic and granitic lithologies. Previous soil sampling and drilling showing 

elevated gold in basement. 
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